Fasudil and its analogs: a new powerful weapon in the long war against central nervous system disorders?
Rho kinase (ROCK) plays a critical role in actin cytoskeleton organization and is involved in diverse fundamental cellular functions such as contraction and gene expression. Fasudil, a ROCK inhibitor, has been clinically applied since 1995 for the treatment of subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) in Japan. Increasing evidences indicate that fasudil could exhibit markedly therapeutic effect on central nervous system (CNS) disorders, such as Alzheimer's disease. This article summarizes results from supporting evidence for the potential therapy for fasudil against a variety of CNS diseases. And the properties of its analogs are also summarized. Current therapies against CNS disorders are only able to attenuate the symptoms and fail in delaying or preventing disease progression and new approaches with disease-modifying activity are desperately needed. The dramatic effects of fasudil in animal models and/or clinical applications of CNS disorders make it a promising strategy to overcome CNS disorders in human beings. Given the complex pathology of CNS disorders, further efforts are necessary to develop multifunctional fasudil derivatives or combination strategies with other drugs in order to exert more powerful effects with minimized adverse effects in the combat of CNS disorders.